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The You Can't Smoke History

A fellow from Carolina wants to know when and where "Bull" Durham originated, because it was wrong. I named South Carolina, and South Carolina will get tore because I didn't see you didn't read their Ads, but it. It was

A Hand Charge

K. M. Miller, of the News-Observer, charges the board of education for its decision to build a new high school in the western part of Concord. The citizens of Concord, he says, have been deprived of the benefit of a school in Concord proper for the past year.

The Burlington Railroad If, Connim ST*.* a mnee The Burlington will cross the Rockies M, mao Is homing that "Mot hs crossed elsewhere on a piper^ne."

116 feet to the mile. The location of the park line. These lines were run for T-Melting Snows Submerge Graves of the Minute Ma


dy, Governor Rickards announced that in about a month the Burlington will have a permanent home in this valley, which will prove of much interest both to Town, and Her Pets
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